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Abstract
Non-breaking tsunami waves run-up on steep slopes can cause severe damages to coastal structures. The
estimation of the wave run-up rate caused by tsunami waves are important to understand the performance
and safety issues of the breakwater in practice. In this paper, an Incompressible Smoothed Particle
Hydrodynamics method (ISPH) method was utilized for the 2DV numerical modeling of nonlinear wave
run-up on steep slopes. SPH is a meshless method based on particles, which is capable of high accurate
modeling of free surface flows with large deformations. In developed model, mass and momentum
conservation equations were solved in a Lagrangian form using a two-step fractional method. In the first
step, Navier-Stokes equations were solved to compute velocity components by omitting pressure term
and in the absence of incompressible condition. In the second step, the continuity constraint was satisfied
and the resulting Poisson equation was solved to calculate pressure terms. Velocity values were then
corrected and surface positions were computed. In the present model, a new technique was applied to
allocate density to the particles for the calculations. By employing this technique, ISPH model was
stablized. The developed ISPH model was first validated by the solitary wave propagation on the
constant water depth and the corresponding results showed good agreement with analytical results. The
convergence of the method and the sensitivity of relevant model parameters were discussed. Then,
validated model was used to study the run-up of solitary waves on steep slopes by considering a coastal
breakwater for various wall steepnesses (i.e. 1:1, 2:1, 4:1, 8:1 and vertical wall).
Keywords: ISPH, Fractional step method, Nonlinear wave, Solitary wave, Steep slopes, Run-up.

1. Introduction

to understand the performance and safety issues of
the breakwater in practice. Solitary wave or
combinations of solitary-like waves are often used to
simulate the run-up and shoreward inundation. The
first investigation on the run-up of solitary waves
was the laboratory study of Hall and Watts (1953).
They used a rectangular channel with a plane beach
and established a relationship between dimensionless

Tsunamis can propagate shoreward, where they
undergo changes induced by the near-shore
topography and increase in height. These waves can
propagate shoreward and damage coastal structures.
The estimation of the wave run-up rate is important
*
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wave height a/d, the beach slope and the dimensionless
run-up R/d of the form:
R  k (  )(a ) (  )
d
d

developed an incompressible smoothed particle
hydrodynamics (SPH) method together with a large
eddy simulation (LES) to simulate the near-shore
solitary wave mechanics. They solved the Navier–
Stokes equations in Lagrangian form using a two-step
fractional method. They simulated cases of a solitary
wave against a vertical wall and running up a plane
slope by their model and presented good agreement
with the wave profiles and reported experimental data
or analytical solutions. Wood et al. (2003) used a
Navier–Stokes solver to examine steep waves as they
run-up a steep beach. They used the volume of fluid
method (VOF) to model the free surface. Fuhrman and
Madsen (2008) considered the numerical simulation of
nonlinear wave run-up within a highly accurate
Boussinesq-type model.
According to this literature, numerical methods have
become an important tool for simulating these
problems. In general, to model water waves, numerical
methods can be classified into four approaches. These
approaches are grid-based methods (e.g. Finite Volume
Method), methods combining a grid with particles (e.g.
Marker-and-Cell method), methods combining a grid
with a surface finder, which use a fixed grid to solve the
PDE’s governing fluid motion (e.g. Volume-of-Fluid
method), and particle methods, without grid (e.g.
Smoothed Particles Hydrodynamics method).
The marker and cell (Harlow and Welch., 1965)
and volume of fluid (Hirt and Nichols, 1981)
methods are two of the most flexible and powerful
models for simulating such flows, in which the
Navier–Stokes equations were solved on a fixed
Eulerian grid. In MAC method marker particles used
to define the free surface while in VOF method
governing equations were solved for the volume
fraction of the fluid.
The two most popular particle methods are
Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) and Moving
Particles Semi-implicit (MPS). SPH originally
developed for astrophysical computations (Lucy, 1977
and Monaghan, 1992) and was later extended to model
a wide range of fluid mechanic problems (Monaghan,

(1)

Where K and Φ were reported to be functions of
the beach angle β. This result was later confirmed in
the experimental studies of Camfield and Street
(1969) and Saeki et al. (1971). Synolakis (1986)
experimentally studied some physical processes of
run-up of breaking and non-breaking solitary waves
to understand some coastal effects of tsunamis. Hsiao
et al. (2008) presented new laboratory experiments of
solitary wave evolution on a 1:60 plane beach and
used measured data to re-examine existing formulae
that included breaking criterion, amplitude evolution
and run-up height. They proposed a simple formula
which could predict maximum run-up height for a
breaking solitary wave on a uniform beach with a
wide range of beach slope (1:15–1:60).
Since then, equation (1) has been used extensively to
check numerical calculations. The first attempt to find a
numerical solution to the problem of solitary wave
propagation over constant depth, and then climbing a
sloping beach was made by Heinter and Housner
(1970). They solved the shallow water wave equations
including a term to correct for friction by using the
finite element method. They presented some surface
profiles for propagation and run-up of solitary waves
and infinite bores and reported good agreement with
the experimental data on maximum run-up. Kim et al.
(1983) used a boundary integral method to solve the
equations of motion for the problem of a run-up of a
solitary wave generated by a piston movement in a
numerical wave tank. They presented data for
maximum run-up of solitary waves and reported good
agreement with the Hall and Watts (1953) data. Zelt
(1991) modeled the run-up of nonbreaking and
breaking solitary waves on plane impermeable beaches
with a Lagrangian finite-element, Boussinesq wave
model. For the steep slope, he considered only waves
which did not break on run-up, and obtained excellent
agreement with the laboratory data. Lo and Shao (2002)
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1994). As there is no mesh distortion, the SPH method
can efficiently treat the large deformation of free
surfaces and multi interfaces. SPH simulations of the
incompressible flows could be performed by two
methods: 1) approximately simulating incompressible
flows with a small compressibility, namely Weakly
Compressible SPH (WCSPH; 2) simulating flows by
enforcing incompressibility, namely Incompressible
SPH (ISPH). In WCSPH method, the flow was
considered as slightly compressible, with a state
equation for the pressure calculation (Monaghan,
1994). In ISPH method, the pressure-velocity coupling
is generally achieved by the projection method (Chorin,
1968; Cummins and Rudman, 1999).
SPH method has been shown to be applicable to a
wide range of problems. A summary is presented in
Table 1.

wall steepnesses were studied.
2. ISPH Numerical Model
2.1. Governing Equations
The governing equations of viscous free surface
flows contain mass conservation and momentum
conservation equations, as follows (Shao and Lo.,
2003):
1 D
  u  0
 Dt

(2)

Du
1

  p   2 u  g
Dt



(3)

Where  is the density, u is the velocity vector, P
is the pressure and g is the gravitational acceleration.
2.2. Two Steps Fractional Algorithm

Table 1. Illustrative list of different applications of SPH method
for fluid mechanic problems
Description of the work

Used Model

Authors

Wave propagation

WCSPH

Gravity currents
Free surface Newtonian
and non-Newtonian flows
Wave interactions with
porous media

WCSPH
ISPH

Monaghan and Kos
(1999)
Monaghan (1996)
Shao and Lo (2003)

ISPH

Shao (2010)

After defining initial conditions of problem, such
as geometry of problem, smoothing distance, number
of particles, mass, initial coordinate and velocity of
them, computations were implemented with two
steps fractional algorithm.
In the standard ISPH method, density of particles
like other initial conditions, such as their mass was
defined before the start of computational time steps.
In the present model, a new technique was applied to
allocate density of the particles for the calculations,
which in beginning of each time step density of
particles was defined using equation (4) and
implemented in computations.

i0   m jW ( ri  rj , h)
(4)

In the following sections, the details of the ISPH
model developed for the water waves and some
modifications for standard ISPH method including
applying a new technique to allocate density of the
particles for the calculations, are presented. At first,
the developed model was validated by the solitary
wave propagation on the constant water depth and
the corresponding results showed good agreement
with analytical results.
A simple analysis of the convergence and accuracy
of the numerical scheme was made and the
convergence rate of the numerical model and the
sensitivity of relevant parameters were quantified.
Then, by using the validated model, the run-up of
solitary wave on steep slopes was simulated and
breakwater steepness effect on the run-up of solitary
wave by considering a coastal breakwater for various

j

Afterwards, the computations of the ISPH method
began in two basic steps (Shao and Lo., 2003). In the
first step, Navier-Stokes equations were solved to
compute velocity components by omitting pressure
term and in the absence of incompressible condition.
In the second step, the continuity constraint was
satisfied and the resulting Poisson equation was
solved to calculate pressure terms. ISPH method
could be summarized in a simple algorithm
19
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2.3. SPH Principles

combined of four steps (Shao and Lo., 2003):
1. The prediction step: Compute forces by
considering gravitational and viscosity term in Eq. (3).
Apply them to particles and find temporary particle
positions and velocities.

  
u *  ( g   2 u) t

(5)




u *  u t  u *

(6)



In a SPH computation, the fluid was discretized into
an assembly of individual particles and the SPH
formulation was obtained as a result of interpolation
between them. The interpolation was based on the
theory of integral interpolants that uses kernel function
to approximate delta function. All the terms in the
governing equations were treated by using the particle
interaction models and thus the grid was not required.
A detailed explanation of the SPH theories could be
found in (Monaghan, 1992). The kernel approximation
of f was written in the form:

  
(7)
r*  rt  u*t


Where u t and rt are particle velocity and position at


time t; u* and r* are temporary particle velocity and

position, respectively and u* is change in the particle
velocity during the prediction step. Incompressibility
was not satisfied in this step and the fluid density that
was calculated based on the temporary particle
*
positions ( i ) deviates from the initial density of
0
particles ( i ).

i*   m jW ( r*i  r* j , h)
(8)
j


f ( r )   f ( r )W ( r  r , h ) dr
0

in the particle approximation, for any function of
field variable:
f ( ri )  
j

1

 u** 
 Pt 1 t

(10)
*
By combining equations (9) and (10) Poisson
equation obtained which by solving it pressure of
particles defined.

 
1
Pt 1 )  0 2*
 0 t
ρ*

(11)

After employing the relevant SPH formulation for
the Laplacian operator, a system of linear equations
was obtained and solved efficiently by iterative solvers.
3. New particle velocities were computed by
equations (10) and (12).




ut 1  ut  u**

m



j


f ( r )W ( r  r , h )
j

i

j

(15)

j

Where,  is support domain, m j and  j are the
mass and density of particle j , m j  j is the

volume element associated with particle j , W is
interpolation kernel (in this paper, kernel based on
the spline function was used (Monaghan, 1994)), r
is position vector, h is smoothing distance which
determines width of kernel and ultimately the
resolution of the method and in this paper
h  1.2  dr were used, where dr is the initial
particle spacing, and n the total number of particles
within the smoothing length that affects particle i .
The gradient term in the Navier–Stokes equation
can have different forms in SPH formulation.
Monaghan (1994) proposed a model of gradient that
conserves linear and angular momentum:

2. The correction step; in this step the pressure term,
obtained from the mass conservation Eq. (3), was used
to enforce incompressibility in the calculation.
1  0  *

 .(u ** )  0
(9)
 0 t

.(

(14)



1



i

( Pi )   mi (
j

Pj



2
j



Pi



2
i


). iWij

(16)

Where P is pressure of particles.
The Laplacian for the pressure and viscosity term
was formulated as the hybrid of a standard SPH first
derivative coupled with a finite difference approximation
for the first derivative (Shao and Lo., 2003). The purpose
was to ensure the numerical stability, as the second

(12)

4. The new position of particles was obtained by
Eq. (12).



 u t 1  u t
(13)
t
rt 1  rt 
2
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derivative of SPH kernels was very sensitive to the
particle disorder. Thus, developing a model of
Laplacian that prevents this instability was very
important. These are represented by:
 .(


Pij rij . iWij
1
8
P)i   m j

ρ
(ρi  ρ j )2 | rij |2  η 2
j



4m j ( i   j ) rij . iWij  
1 
 
( . )i  (  2u )i  
(u i - u j )
2
2
2


j (  i   j ) (| rij |  )

Poisson equation was solved for these wall particles
and the Neumann boundary condition was imposed.
Also, in order to ensure that density of particles was
computed accurately and wall particles were not
considered as free surface particles, two lines of
dummy particles placed outside of wall boundaries.
The pressure of a dummy particle was set to that of a
wall particle in the normal direction of the solid walls
(Shao and Lo., 2003).

(17)
(18)

Where Pij  Pi  Pj , rij  ri  rj ,  is the viscosity
coeﬃcient and  is a small number introduced to
keep the denominator no-zero during computational
and usually equal to 0.1h . After employing the SPH
formulation Eq. (17) for the Laplacian of pressure, the
corresponding coefficient matrix of linear equations
was symmetric and positive definite and can be
efficiently solved by available solvers.

4. Convergence, Stability and Accuracy of
Numerical Scheme

4.1. Convergence of ISPH Scheme
The individual fluid particles are discrete points and
could can deform as the real fluid does, so the number
of the particles employed in the computation must be
sufficiently large to achieve numerical convergence and
realistic flow modeling. Until now, there were many
analytical results available on the convergence criteria
for the standard SPH method (Quinlan et al., 2006;
Vaughan et al., 2008) and similar studies were also
carried out for the ISPH method (Shao, 2010; Xu et al.,
2009). In the following model verifications, the
convergence of the ISPH approach were investigated
by increasing the number of fluid particles into the
computational domain until when the numerical results
were close to either the theoretical or experimental
values. Thus, the choice of particle spacing was a key
factor for the numerical convergence.

3. Free Surfaces and Wall Boundary Conditions

3.1. Free Surfaces
Since there were no particles in the outer region
of free surface, the particle density decreases on this
boundary. A particle which satisfied the following
equation was considered to be on the free surface:

*    0

(19)

In this equation,  is the free surface parameter
and 0.8    0.99 (Ataie-Ashtiani et al., 2008). In
this paper,   0.97 was used. Twice amount of Eq.
(16) was applied for the free surface particles, in
order to move correctly, avoid instability in
computations and control over incompressibility
condition for them (Ataie-Ashtiani et al., 2008).

4.2. Stability of ISPH Scheme
In the modeling of water flows, in which the fluid
viscosity is not a control factor, the stability of the

3.2. Solid Walls

ISPH computation requires the following Courant
condition to be observed:

Solid walls were described by one line of particles.
The velocities of wall particles were set zero to
represent the non-slip boundary condition. In order to
balance the pressure of inner fluid particles and prevent
them from penetrating the solid walls, the pressure

 t  0.1

dr
u max

(20)

Where u max is maximum particle velocity in the
computation. The factor 0.1 ensured that the particle
21
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mo
oved only a small fraction of the paarticle spacinng
perr time step (S
Shao and Lo, 2003).

u 

g
d

(22)
 is water
Where
W
w
surfacce elevation, a is wavee
ampllitude, d is water depth,, c  g (d  a) is wavee
celerrity and t is time of propaagation.
A solitary wave
w
with the wavee amplitudee
a d  0.3 was considered and the water
w
depthh
q
the cconvergencee behavior off
d  0.2 m . To quantify
the ISPH
I
approaach, two diffferent spatial resolutionss
weree used in the model testts, i.e. dr  0.01 m andd
dr  0.02 m to discretize a computational domain..
Apprroximately 8,000
8
particcles are invo
olved in thee
comp
putation witth dr  0.011 m and 2000 particless
with dr  0.02 m . The initiial arrangem
ment of SPH
H
partiicles follows that of Monnaghan and Kos (1999)::
The SPH particlees were placeed on a regu
ular grid withh
squaare cells, and
d those that were above the solitaryy
wavee profile were
w
eliminaated. This arrangementt
initiaally leads to
o a slightly jjagged wavee profile butt
the fluids
fl
rapidly
y adjust to a smoothed so
olitary wave..
The fluid density
y  and kineematic visco
osity  weree
3
6
2
1000
0 kg / m and 10 m / s .
In
n Figure 1, the
t computeed solitary wave
w
profiless
weree compared with the analytical solution
s
forr
a
two time stepss involvingg
dr  0.01 m and
d dt  0.002 s which sattisfy Courantt
dt  0.001 s and
cond
dition, i.e. Eq. 20. It waas shown th
hat the ISPH
H
comp
putations ussing dt  0..002 s , lead
ding to thee
diverrgence of th
he numericaal results an
nd the ISPH
H
comp
putation using dt  0..001 s dem
monstrates a
satisffactory agreement with the analyticcal solution,,
howeever the com
mputational coosts would in
ncrease.

4.3
3. Accuracy oof ISPH Schheme in Spatiial Domain
The accuracyy of the ISPH
H numerical scheme shouuld
O
(
dr
r 2 ) in the spa
be between O ( ddr ) and
atial domain. A
sim
mple theorettical analysiis of the standard
s
SP
PH
alg
gorithm has been madee by Monag
ghan and K
Kos
(19
999). They pproposed thaat the accuraacy of seconndord
der SPH inteegral interpollants was reduced when it
waas replaced byy the summattion interpolaants in the SP
PH
forrmulations. Inn developingg the ISPH flow model, a
firsst-order finitee difference scheme
s
was included
i
in th
the
Laaplacian and vviscosity equuations (17) and
a (18). Thuus,
glo
obally the spaatial accuracyy of ISPH sch
heme should bbe
low
wer than thhe theoretical value off O(dr 2 ) . A
quaantified analyysis of the model
m
converg
gence rate w
will
be investigated in the follow
wing section.
5. Results and
d Discussion
n
5.1
1. Model Verrification-Sollitary Wave Propagation
P
oon
thee Constant W
Water Depth
In this sectioon, the accuraacy of ISPH flow
fl model w
was
vallidated by coomparing thee numerical and
a theoreticcal
waave heights of solitary wave propaagation on th
the
con
nstant water depth. Accoording to Leee and Raichleen
(19
982), the anaalytical solutioon for the waave profile annd
vellocity derivedd from the Booussinesq equ
uation:
3
a
(221)
 ( x, t )  a sec h 2 [
( x  ct) ]
4d 3

Fig. 1: Particle
P
configuraations and compparison of valuess computed by ISPH flow modeel and
analytical surface profilees of solitary w
wave (horizontaal and vertical scales units inn meter)
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nd E0.01 , aree 10.72% and
nd 3%, respecctively. Finaally,
an
using these values and Eq. (23), n or order of
co
onvergence was found around 1.8. Thus the IS
SPH
numerical scheme for thhe free surfface flows was
w
co
oncluded to be lower thaan second-orrder accuratee at
O(dr1.8 ) . Thhis was consiistent with the errors in the
kernel
k
functio
ons being off second-ord
der locally, and
a
with
w the timee integration and the form
mulation of the
Laplacian
L
red
ducing the ord
rder further.

In Figuree 2, the com
mputed solitaary wave heeights
along propaagation are compared
c
with
w the analyytical
solutions. T
The computational results are pres ented
using two different paarticle resolu
utions. From
m this
figure, the maximum numerical
n
errror is 12.5%
% for
the rough ccomputation using dr  0.02
0 m and 5.7%
for the refinned computaation using dr
d  0.01 m aand it
is obvious tthat the numeerical resultss converged tto the
analytical ssolution as thhe particle size
s
decreaseed or
the particle number incrreased.

5.2. Model Ap
pplication-N
Non-breaking
g Solitary Waave
Run-up
R
In the previous sectioon, propagattion of Solittary
wave
w
on the constant waater depth was investigatted.
In
n this section
n, verified ISSPH flow mo
odel was usedd to
sttudy a practical probllem, i.e. ru
un-up of nonn
breaking wav
ves on a steepp slope. Theese waves coould
propagate sho
oreward andd damage coaastal structurres.
The
T
estimatiion of the wave run
n-up rate was
w
im
mportant to understand tthe performaance and saffety
isssues of the breakwater in practice. The empiriical
fo
ormula (Hall and Wattss, 1953) forr solitary wave

ru
un-up on an impermeablle slope with   45 was
w
for
used to verify
y the ISPH fl
flow model computations
c
th
his problem:
R  3.1( a )1.15
(224)
d
d

Fig. 2: Compuuted and theorettical solitary waave heights

To furtheer quantify thee convergencce rate of the ISPH
numerical sscheme, the convergence analysis in Shao
and Lo (20003) was ussed. It was assumed thaat the
numerical errror Edr (by using a particle spacing oof dr )
with the analytical soluttion was pro
oportional to dr n ,
where n waas the order of convergeence. If E0.022 and
E0.01 denotte the numeerical errors using a paarticle
spacing of dr  0.02 m and 0.01 m , respecttively,
then the following relatioonship could be
b obtained:
n
E0.02 (0.002)

E0.01 (0.001) n
(23)

Where R iss wave run-uup height, d the water deepth
an
nd a the wav
ve height. Theen, the modeel was appliedd to
sttudy on solitary wave runn-up on beacches with sloopes
2:1, 4:1, 8:1 and
a vertical sslope. In Figu
ure 3, the iniitial
co
onditions and
d geometry foor this problem
m were show
wn.

E0.02
 2n
E0.01
To determ
mine value of n, differeences in the wave
height betw
ween the ISPH
I
resultss and analyytical
solutions inn Figure 2 were
w
used. To
o calculate vvalues
of E0.02 and E0.01 , the averaged nu
umerical erroors of
model in ccomputation solitary wave height dduring
propagationn is used. Froom the figuree, values of E0.02

Fiig 3: Geometry of Non-breakinng solitary wav
ve run-up
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The initial pparticle spaccing was 0.02 m for all of
meentioned sloppes and for each slope; problem w
was
sollved for twoo different cases
c
of waater depth annd
thrree wave am
mplitudes andd for each, the
t run-up (R
R)
waas recorded. Details of used
u
modelss are listed in
Taable 2. In thiis problem like
l
the prev
vious one, thhe
iniitial solitary wave profilee and horizo
ontal velocitiies
weere allocatedd. The fluid density  and kinemattic
3
visscosity  w
were 1000 kkg / m and
d 106 m 2 / s ,
resspectively.

n Figure 4, th
he computedd values of ru
un-up on thee
In

slopee with   45 and thee empirical results (Eq..
(24))) are comparred. The goodd agreement between thee
comp
putational reesults and ex
experimental data showss
the ability of th
he present m
model to simulate non-break
king solitary wave run-up
up. Particle co
onfigurationss
for th
he case of a = 0.08 m, d = 0.2 m at tim
me t= 0.8 s aree
demo
onstrated in Figure 5 foor propagatio
on of a non-break
king wave towards the slope. Due to the steepp
slopee, wave break
king did not ooccur.

Table 2.Wavee parameters and seawall confiiguration and nu
umber of particcles in ISPH com
mputations

Test No.
N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

a (m)
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.08
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.08
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.04
0.06
0.08
0.06
0.08

d (m)
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2

a/d
0.1
0.155
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.155
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.1
0.155
0.2
0.1
0.155
0.2
0.1
0.155
0.2
0.3
0.4

Fig.
F 4: Comparrison between solitary wave ru
un-ups on a sloppe
with
w
I
model and experimenttal
  45 computed by ISPH
based
b
formula

Breakwateer slope
1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1
1:1
2:1
2:1
2:1
2:1
2:1
4:1
4:1
4:1
8:1
8:1
8:1
verticcal
verticcal
verticcal
verticcal
verticcal

Num
mber of particcles
4619
4789
4959
2899
3059
4414
4564
4714
2564
2714
3977
4127
4277
3935
4085
4235
3883
4033
4183
2447
2597

Fig. 5: Parrticle configuraations at t = 0.88 s for solitary wave
w
run-up
problem siimulated by ISP
PH model
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Accordinng to the ressults, solitary
y wave run-uup on
other beachhes with diffeerent slopes (1:1, 2:1, 4:11, 8:1
and verticaal slope) weere modeled and Resultts are
illustrated iin Figure 6. Finally, bassed on case study
results, the formula for solitary wav
ve run-up raate on
steep slopess which was second ordeer polynomiaal was
obtained (E
Eq. 25):
R  2.95( a )2  1.11( a )  0.05
(25)
d
d
d

more
m
sensitiv
ve to selectioon of the water
w
depth and
a
wave
w
amplittude than slope of beaches. The
T
co
omputations of ISPH model by using differrent
particle sizes have foundd that the co
onvergence and
a
acccuracy of th
he numericall results depeended highlyy on
th
he selected particle
p
spaciing and conv
vergence ratee of
th
he ISPH model for simuulating of water waves was
w
1.8
arround O(dr ) .

As can bbe found inn Figure 5, the rate of nonbreaking ssolitary wavve run-up on
o steep sllopes
was considderably dependant on water
w
depthh and
wave ampllitude ratherr than slope of beach.
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